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LEVEL FOUR® PERSONAL FINANCIAL WEBSITE 
UTILIZING THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY

THE MRF SYSTEM
The patent-pending MRF (Multi-Functional Rod Foundation) System has revolutionized the way 
anglers think about fishing rods. With the ability to adjust the length of the rod butt for a specific 
style or technique, anglers can now use one rod for a multitude of purposes. Made of aerospace 
aluminum, the MRF System is extremely durable and non-corrosive. The future of fishing rods is here.

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

MANLEY RODS
STRENGTHEN THE CONNECTION

The average person may approach a body of water and admire 
the beauty above. But when it comes to anglers, our focus 
is on what lies beneath the surface. It’s the power, speed 
and wit of the fish below that intrigues us. While others may 
be satisfied with a passive admiration of nature, we prefer 
a direct connection with it. Through rod and reel, we make 
that connection. Some call it a sport. We call it a way of life.
 
At Manley Rods, we pride ourselves on manufacturing 
products that help strengthen that connection. We combine 
top quality materials with innovative design to produce 
fishing rods anglers can depend on. Our rods are built with 
one purpose: to perform at the highest level. 
 
Whether you’re fishing for black bass in a local lake, chasing 
striper across the bay or stalking redfish in the marsh, you 
can have confidence in knowing your most important fishing 
tool is ready for whatever bites next. 
 
Wherever the chase takes you, we’re proud to be your partner 
in the pursuit of fish. Manley Rods: Fish Fear the Rod!
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COMPONENTS

The patent-pending MRF System has revolutionized the way anglers think about 
fishing rods. With the ability to adjust the length of the rod butt for specific styles or 
techniques, anglers can now use one rod for a multitude of purposes. 

MRF SYSTEM

The Microwave™ Guide System addresses line management 
issues with all types of line. It provides noticeable advantages that
standard guide trains cannot. By eliminating the loop in your line
coming off the reel, this guide system reduces friction and allows the 
angler to cast up to 30% farther.

MICROWAVE™ GUIDE SYSTEM

SPINNING - This ergonomic spinning reel seat 
with palm support utilizes American Tackle’s
exclusive “Comfort Finish” that ensures a positive grip during
long hours on the water and is excellent in cold weather conditions.

AMERICAN TACKLE® 
AERO COMFORT SEAT

The future of fishing rods                has arrived.

BAITCASTER - Our baitcasting rods feature the
new ACS Trigger Reel Seats. By modifying the trigger’s
position and shape, the ACS allows you to cast more 

accurately than other seats, automatically  aligning the rod
tip with the direction of the cast. This revolutionary new design 

gives you more power and  control while helping to eliminate fatigue.

ACS TRIGGER SEAT

Gold Series: One-Piece  Platinum Series: Two-Piece

Featuring exposed blank-thru construction for increased sensitivity, the
ACS reel seat proves to be one of the most sensitive reel seats in the world.

SPLIT-GRIPS
These high-quality grips provide increased comfort, reduced weight and a 
unique flair for an elegant look and feel. 

Gold Series: High Quality Black EVA
Platinum Series: Two-Tone Super Grade Cork

BAITCASTERSPINNING

MANLEY RODS 
PROPRIETARY BLANK
Manley Rods’ mission is to offer top quality rods without breaking the bank. With 
over 42 years of rod-building experience in Head Rod Designer Mark Steven Crouse, 
we designed a rod blank that is not only extremely strong but also delivers incredible 
sensitivity and balance. Our high modulus, proprietary blend blanks offer unparalleled 
performance found only in the best blanks on the market. The quality of our blanks 
is the reason we can confidentally offer a Limited Lifetime Warranty.
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GOLD SERIES
FRESHWATER/INSHORE

Revolutionary MRF System allows these rods to extend up to 6 inches in length while improving balance
Proprietary blend, high modulous blank offers unparalleled sensitivity and all the backbone you’ll ever need
Microwave™ Guide System allows the angler to cast up to 30% farther
FUJI® ACS Trigger reel seat (casting) provides more power and control while reducing wrist fatigue
AT® Aero Comfort reel seat (spinning) ensures a dependable grip after long hours on the water 
EVA split grip for reduced weight & improved balance
Dropshot style hook keeps won’t dull your hooks like traditional keeps

FEATURES:
•  
•  
•   
•  
•  
•  
•  

The Freshwater/Inshore Series of Manley Rods are built with versatility in mind. The flexibility of the MRF 
System allows the angler to use one rod for multiple techniques or lures. With our high modulous, proprietory 
blend blank, these rods are sensitive enough to let you feel everything while having all the backbone you need 
so you can enjoy a strong run, not fear it. 
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PLATINUM SERIES
FRESHWATER/INSHORE

The Platinum Series of Freshwater/Inshore Manley Rods are built with one purpose: to perform at the highest 
level. Whether you’re a bass addict or redfish junkie, these rods will give you peace of mind in knowing you’ll 
feel every bite while having all the backbone you need to pull a fish out of heavy cover. The flexibility of the 
MRF System allows the angler to use one rod for multiple techniques or lures, reducing the number of rods 
you need to keep on the boat. These rods will meet the needs of even the most competitive anglers and help 
you get more fish in the boat when it counts. 

MRF System allows these rods to extend up to 6 inches in length while improving balance
Proprietary blend, high modulous blank offers unparalleled sensitivity and tons of backbone
Titanium coated Microwave™ Guide System helps the angler cast up to 30% farther & reduces friction
Two-piece FUJI® reel seat (baitcasting) reduces weight and provides direct contact with the blank  
High quality cork split grip reduce weight & improve balance 
Dropshot style hook keeps won’t dull your hooks so they’re sharp when the big one hits

FEATURES:
•  
•  
•   
•  
•
•  
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The dropshot style hook keepers 
eliminate the need to slip your hook 
through the opening, which can dull 
hooks over time. This helps ensure 
your hooks stay sharp, so you can get 
more fish in the boat when it counts.
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GOLD SERIES
KAYAK RODS

MRF System allows these rods to extend up to 6 inches in length while improving balance
Proprietary blend, high modulous blank offers unparalleled sensitivity and all the backbone you’ll ever need
Microwave™ Guide System allows the angler to cast up to 30% farther
EVA foregrip helps kayak anglers better control the fight
FUJI® ACS Trigger reel seat (casting) provides more power and control while reducing wrist fatigue
AT® Aero Comfort reel seat (spinning) ensures a dependable grip after long hours on the water 
EVA split grip reduce weight & improve balance
Dropshot style hook keeps won’t dull your hooks like traditional hook keeps

FEATURES:
•  
•  
•   
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

The Kayak Series of Manley Rods were built with the kayak angler in mind. The MRF System itself is a complete 
game changer in the kayak. It allows the angler to keep the rod butt off his PFD while sitting, but gives him or 
her the option of extending the butt to make a long two-handed cast or for added leverage when fighting a big 
fish. With the same incredible blank and an added foregrip to help when netting a fish or fighting the big one, 
these rods will help kayak anglers better control the fish.

The Microwave™ Guide System gets 
your line under control, allowing you 
to cast farther while also reducing wind 
knots in braid and coiling-memory issues 
with monofilament. The result is less 
line issues and more efficient casting. 
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PLATINUM SERIES
KAYAK RODS
The Platinum Series of kayak rods ups the ante even further. The MRF System allows the angler to keep the rod 
butt off his PFD while sitting, but still gives him or her the option of extending the butt to make a long two-
handed cast or for added leverage when fighting a big fish. The result is more efficient use of your time and 
more fish in the boat. With an added foregrip to help control the fish when it’s near the kayak, these rods will 
meet the needs of even the most competitive kayak anglers.

MRF System allows these rods to extend up to 6 inches in length while improving balance
Proprietary blend, high modulous blank offers unparalleled sensitivity and tons of backbone 
Titanium coated Microwave™ Guide System helps the angler cast up to 30% farther & reduces friction
High quality cork foregrip helps kayak anglers better control the fight 
Two-piece FUJI® reel seat (baitcasting) reduces weight and provides direct contact with the blank
High quality cork split grip reduce weight & improve balance

FEATURES:
•  
•  
•   
•   
• 
•   
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MRF SYSTEM

•  
•  
•   
•   
• 

Three sizes (A, B, C) fit almost any rod blank
Easy to install (see website for instructions)
Make your custom rods more balanced
Offer more versatility to your customers
Bring in new customers

Colors:    MRSP: $39.95 
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Individual custom rod builders can now offer their customers the next big thing in fishing: an adjustable butt 
for their next custom build. Offer your clients more versatility while also bringing in new clients seeking the 
MRF System in a custom package. Affordable and easy to install, no custom rod builder should be without this 
component in their arsenal. Visit our website for more information, installation guides, and help videos.

CLICK HERE FOR INSTALLATION & HELP VIDEOS

http://www.manleyrods.com
http://manley-rods.myshopify.com/pages/how-to-videos
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APPAREL

MANLEY BUFFS
MRSP: $15.95 Moisture-Wicking 

Sun & Wind Shield 
Colors:

PERFORMANCE SHIRTS
100% Moisture-Wicking Polyester
Colors:

Long Sleeve 
MRSP: $24.95

Short Sleeve 
MRSP: $19.95

TOURNAMENT JERSEYS
100% Wicking Polyester  
Colors: 

MRSP: $59.95 

PERFORMANCE HOODIES
100% Polyester
Moisture Wicking Fleece 
Colors:

MRSP: $59.95 

MANLEY VISORS
High Quality Cotton 
Colors:

MRSP: $12.95 

MANLEY HATS
High Quality Cotton 
Colors:

MRSP: $12.95 
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WARRANTY
At Manley Rods, we take great pride in the craftsmanship and quality of our products. We built our business 
around offering top performing fishing products, while simulatenously making great customer service our top 
priority. Should you need service on one of our products or have a question about anything we sell, we are 
here to assist you. You may also visit our website at www.manleyrods.com for more information regarding the 
warranty on your product and to file a claim.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

All Manley Rods and MRF Systems come with a Limited Lifetime Warranty. This warranty applies only to the 
original purchaser and cannot be transferred between parties. Proof of Purchase (POP) is required for all 
repairs and replacements.

Manley Rods will repair or replace any Manley Rods fishing rod or MRF System if the damage was caused 
by defects in material or workmanship. Upon inspection of the product, if Manley Rods determines that the 
damage was caused by factors other than material or workmanship defects, we will notify the claimant of 
alternative options. 

Repairs apply to guides only; replacements apply to the entire rod. If the MRF System extension rod is 
damaged, a replacement extension rod will be installed or sent to the customer. 

SERVICE CENTER

MANLEY RODS SERVICE CENTER
11312 Plainview Dr. 
Frisco, Texas  75035
(855) 4-MANLEY   (462-6538)
info@manleyrods.com 
www.manleyrods.com 
 
 
DISTRIBUTION CENTER

MANLEY RODS DISTRIBUTION CENTER
MCN Interactive 
Nashville, Tennessee
(615) 250-2130
info@manleyrods.com 
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